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Gastrointestinal complications of pelvic radiotherapy: are they of any importance?

J Andreyev

Radiation induced bowel damage affects 6000 individuals annually in the UK, with a negative impact on quality of life. Our understanding of how to treat these patients is dismally lacking an evidence base. Fibrosis seems to be the unifying underlying cause for most symptoms. Progress in understanding the development and treatment of fibrosis in these patients might have important consequences for patients with other causes of fibrosis in the gastrointestinal tract.

It is quite strange why some illnesses become important and others do not. If a new system for supporting research were set up (and it certainly is desperately required in the UK), then the relevance of allocating funds to a specific condition may depend on how common it is, how much morbidity it causes, how much that morbidity costs society at home and internationally, and how likely it is that investigation may lead to progress both for it and for other conditions. Funding would not be allocated under the influence of emotion, lobbyists, because it is politically expedient, to develop unnecessary models of the disease, or when the researcher does not have access to the condition.

Many of the people who read this journal are involved in the treatment of patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). In the UK, a new diagnosis of Crohn’s or ulcerative colitis will be made in approximately 7000–13 000 patients this year. It is not clear how much money in total is available to research every aspect of the management of the disease, but the two main gastrointestinal charities in the UK alone spent approximately half a million pounds on IBD last year. At the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) meeting this year, there were 18 hours of discussion and 48 posters directly devoted to IBD. This is only right and proper when IBD makes sufferers feel very ill with abdominal pain, urgency, diarrhoea, faecal incontinence—and yes, identical symptoms—and at the BSG meeting this year there was one 15 minute presentation related to radiation induced bowel problems. There are no dedicated research funds or support groups to help these patients.

In the UK, 12 000 individuals are treated with radical radiotherapy for pelvic cancer annually, mostly with curative intent. Figures for the rest of the Western world are not available but probably amount to 150 000 in total. Radical therapy (which is increasingly successful) aims to cure the patient of their cancer but carries a risk for normal tissues around the tumour. During their five or six week course of treatment, approximately 80% of patients will develop gastrointestinal symptoms which are partly caused by acute gastrointestinal inflammation. It is very rare, even as a gastroenterologist working within a cancer centre, to be asked to see a patient with acute radiation toxicity.

“‘In the UK, 12 000 individuals are treated with radical radiotherapy for pelvic cancer annually, mostly with curative intent’”

Conventional wisdom states that these acute symptoms will settle within three months (I believe this is far from universal) and symptoms persisting at that time, or arising subsequently, are deemed to be late toxic effects. Unlike the patient with IBD who will visit a specialist or general practitioner seven times in the first year of their diagnosis, it is also unusual for a gastroenterologist to be asked to see these patients with late radiation toxicity. The best data we have suggest that only 20% will ever get referred to a gastroenterologist and very few gastroenterologists feel confident in managing these patients. There are many reasons for this low rate of referral. Most patients fail to report symptoms to their oncologists until severe complications occur. Patients often believe that their symptoms are the inevitable consequences of radiotherapy treatment, of being old, or that there is nothing that can be done, while others believe there are more important issues to discuss in the limited time available. Many oncologists may also believe that there is little that can be done and thus identification of chronic gastrointestinal symptoms is essentially futile.

There are two types of problems that develop. There are those which are life threatening: fistulation, sepsis, stenosis, intestinal failure, perforation, transfusion dependent bleeding,
secondary cancer. We do not know how often these occur—and they are not really in the province of the gastroenterologist—but the best estimates put these side effects of treatment at 4–8% after 5–10 years.9 10

More common, although less recognised, are chronic gastrointestinal symptoms: 80% of all treated patients will notice a permanent change in the way their bowels behave after radiotherapy.9 As long as the patient is warned in advance, this is unimportant unless that change in their bowels affects quality of life.

Reports suggest that between 6% and 78% of long term survivors have gastrointestinal symptoms affecting quality of life11 12 but most studies use inadequate and poorly validated assessments of gastrointestinal toxicity and cannot be accepted at face value.13 When studies are reduced to those which have assessed gastrointestinal toxicity as a primary end point using robust methodology, a realistic estimate seems to be that 50% of patients are left with long term chronic gastrointestinal side effects affecting quality of life.4 14–17 The frequency of significant problems may be slightly higher in gynaecological and bladder cancer patients (because of the volume of bowel irradiated) and in rectal patients (because of compounding effects of surgery) than prostate patients, but late gastrointestinal toxicity is not entirely related to the dose of radiotherapy delivered and depends on a complex interaction of physical, patient related, treatment, and genetic factors which have been very poorly characterised.

“Reports suggest that between 6% and 78% of long term survivors have gastrointestinal symptoms affecting quality of life”

The precise sequence of pathological changes which lead to those symptoms is also largely unexplored. This is despite radiation induced bowel damage being an excellent model of disease development within the human bowel. Most gynaecology and urology patients will have normal gastrointestinal tracts before treatment. The time of the first insult is known in advance and the subsequent pathological process may have parallels with other gastrointestinal diseases. Yet even the histological changes to the human rectal mucosa after radiotherapy were not fully described by the five small studies11 12 which have been undertaken. Within two weeks of starting pelvic radiotherapy, maximal rectal histological changes are present but despite continuing radiotherapy may improve a little over the next four weeks. It is not known how these changes develop over the first two weeks. It is not know which (if any) early changes predispose to significant late change. There are virtually no data exploring why or how the acute inflammatory response to radiotherapy characterised by eosinophils, transforms to a chronic fibrotic response with minimal inflammatory components. We know virtually nothing about which cytokines drive the inflammatory or fibrotic reactions or which cell types produce these cytokines or how apoptosis cell products, pathogenic bacteria, macrophages, mast cells, T cell subset responses, or whatever, interact to perpetuate it. More detailed data on cytokine changes from animal experiments are available but unfortunately these are very unhelpful as different animal models respond quite differently to identical irradiation.18

Yet despite an incomplete understanding of the pathology underlying symptoms in IBD, we still see these patients and offer them treatment—albeit not always to good effect. So, should we not try to do the same for symptoms affecting patients after pelvic radiotherapy? Of all the problems which can arise, new bowel symptoms have the greatest impact on quality of life.20 In addition, most have been cured of their cancer and many are young. Of the first 265 such patients that I saw—not an atypical cohort—age ranged from 22 to 85 years, with almost half of the women under the age of 60 years. Even if a patient is not so young, they still generally represent the fitter end of the spectrum for their age because they have been selected for—and survived—radical therapies.

“Half of all patients treated with pelvic radiotherapy are troubled by diarrhoea or constipation”

Half of all patients treated with pelvic radiotherapy are troubled by diarrhoea or constipation.4 The causes of constipation have not been investigated. The causes of diarrhoea are many and include accelerated small and large bowel transit, bacterial overgrowth, malabsorption of bile salts, medication, primary fatty acids or carbohydrates, pancreatic insufficiency, physiological changes to the lower gastrointestinal tract, stricture formation, and psychological factors. In addition, radiotherapy may exacerbate pre-existing IBD and induce microscopic colitis. Some of these are clearly curable with simple treatments, so it may be helpful to know the relative importance of any of these causes, but there are virtually no data. Two small studies (and most textbooks) have suggested that bile salt malabsorption is the most important culprit but our data15 suggest different conclusions (table 1).

One in five patients has faecal incontinence after radiotherapy which affects their quality of life.4 Most radiotherapists do not believe this finding. This is because the widely used RTOG scoring system used in most trials to
document toxicity from radiotherapy asks no questions about anorectal symptoms. Therefore, faecal incontinence is rarely identified.\textsuperscript{3,4} In addition, we know that patients will often not confess even to gastroenterologists that they are faecally incontinent, so it is even rarer for them to tell oncologists. Yet there is evidence that of all the gastrointestinal symptoms which can occur after radiotherapy, faecal incontinence causes the greatest distress.\textsuperscript{27–29} So, it is sobering that until this year\textsuperscript{10} there has not been a single published study of any form of medical treatment for faecal incontinence in this population. However, my uncontrolled observation (currently being tested in a randomised trial) is that simple interventions produce substantial and sustained benefit in many patients.

Our data suggest that abdominal, perineal, or back pain affecting quality of life occurs in 1 in 10 patients.\textsuperscript{5} We have also shown that pain is unlikely in the presence of straightforward radiation proctitis (even the terminology is wrong, it is proctopathy not proctitis, enteropathy not enteritis, inflammation is not prominent within a short time of completing treatment) but there is no other research into the cause for this pain. I believe that abdominal pain is commonly due to colonic loading and spasm—if correct, both very treatable. I have found magnetic resonance imaging helpful in identifying those with occult infection causing perineal pain (1% of my patient group). New onset lower back pain often has a sinister cause.

One in 20 patients will have rectal bleeding affecting quality of life.\textsuperscript{6} More than 25% of rectal bleeding after radiotherapy is not due to radiation proctitis (table 2) and symptoms are an unreliable predictor of the underlying diagnosis, yet few radiotherapy units routinely refer their patients for a flexible sigmoidoscopic evaluation of new onset rectal bleeding.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|p{0.7\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{Study} & \textbf{No of patients} & \textbf{Main conclusion of endoscopic investigation} \\
\hline
Reichelderfer\textsuperscript{36} & 13 & Colonoscopy changes management \\
Den Hartog Jager\textsuperscript{37} & 90 & 25% of findings are unrelated to previous radiotherapy \\
Hu\textsuperscript{38} & 19 & Waste of time 19 \\
Moore\textsuperscript{39} & 26 & 65% of findings are unrelated to previous radiotherapy \\
Wachter\textsuperscript{40} & 44 & About 25% of findings are unrelated to previous radiotherapy \\
Williams\textsuperscript{41} & 171 & 33% of findings are unrelated to previous radiotherapy \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Outcome from flexible endoscopic evaluation of rectal bleeding after pelvic radiation: the published data}
\end{table}

“Our understanding of how to treat these patients is equally dismally lacking an evidence base’’

Our understanding of how to treat these patients is equally dismally lacking an evidence base.\textsuperscript{4,11} Indeed, I believe some treatments used are often potentially dangerous (for example, argon beam ablation of ischaemia, bleeding mucosa—it has a 15% serious complication rate in the published literature). Perhaps it is even a good thing that many therapeutic trials have not been performed for “radiation enteritis” or “radiation proctitis”; on their own, they are not robust labels and should be abandoned. We have described how most patients have more than one diagnosis contributing to their symptoms.\textsuperscript{25} An extreme example is patients who present with steatorrhoea. I have three patients with pancreatic insufficiency (treated with enzyme supplements) and recurrent bacterial overgrowth (requiring cyclical antibiotics) and fatty acid malabsorption (treated with a 40 g fat diet) and bile salt malabsorption (treated with bile binders), all caused by radiotherapy, but the steatorrhoea will not settle until all causes have been treated.

Despite—or perhaps because of—the lack of data, I am extremely optimistic about the future. Fibrosis seems to be the unifying underlying cause for most symptoms. Reversal of fibrosis, or its prevention at an early stage, could be highly profitable. There is an excitingly vast array of agents with antifibrotic potential. The best characterised compounds for soft tissue radiation injury outside the bowel are liposomal Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase\textsuperscript{42} and pentoxifylline with high dose vitamin E.\textsuperscript{33} Other possible agents include interferon alpha or gamma, colchicine, tumour necrosis factor \( \alpha \) antagonists, antibodies to integrins, angiostatin converting enzyme inhibitors, anti-endothelin-1 antagonists, transforming growth factor \( \beta \) neutralising antibodies, and platelet derived growth factor inhibitor. Progress in understanding the development and treatment of fibrosis in these patients might have important consequences for patients with other causes for fibrosis in the gastrointestinal tract: Crohn’s disease, scleroderma, ischaemia colitis, pouch fibrosis…...

“What we have still failed to address systematically is how best to care for the patient who is cured of their cancer but living with the physical consequences’’

Gastroenterologists say that these patients are rarely referred by radiotherapists. Radiotherapists suggest that referral to gastroenterologists rarely leads to timely and constructive interventions. Patients often indicate that neither group show much interest in their symptoms. We are becoming increasingly good at knowing how to cure cancer. Mechanisms exist to address the psychological struggles of patients with and after cancer. The hospice movement has revolutionised the care of those dying from cancer. What we have still failed to address systematically is how best to care for the patient who is cured of their cancer but living with the physical consequences. Radiotherapy is forever! There is so much to do.
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